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INSTRUCTIONS:

The paper is composed of three (3) Sections:

Section I: Sixteen (16t questions, all Compulsory.

Section II: Five (5) questions, Choose Three (gl only.

Section III: Three (3) questions, Choose only One {lf.
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Every candidate is requested to strictly obey the above
instructions. Punishment measures will be applied to anyone who
ignores these instructions.
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Section I. Sixteen (16) Compulsory questions. S5marks

O1. Define a contactor.
O2. What are the different circuits found in an installation

Compare the currents absorbed'by those two circuits.
List down Five (5) advantages of contactors.
By what contactors are they rated?
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the characteristics of

03.
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05. In a control with contactors the action on the start push button

remains without result, what are the probable causes?(list down at least four).

O5. What are the two (2) types of relays?
O7. List down the different t5pes of ovel 9u11en-t ry]qry.
O8. What are the different ways of reactivating an over current relay?
O9. What is the meaning of the following abbreviations:

(a) SPST; (b) SPDT; (c) DPST;

1O. What are the different manners used

(d) DPDT.

to extinguish the arc in a contactor?
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11. What does the following mean
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15. How to reduce the effects of armature reaction in a DC generator?
16. What is Eddy current in a generator? ^ L i
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Section II. Answer any three (3f questions of your choice- i.L
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(Do not choose more than three questionsl. Somarks

Explain all the losses occurring in a transformer and their origins.
A 10O kVA power transformer feeds a load operating at a power factor of 0.8.
Find the efficiency of the transformer if the combined iron and copper loss at
this load is 1 kW. l0marks

18. A discharge lamp is suspended from a ceiling 4 m above a bench. The

illuminance on the bench below the lamp was 300 lx. Find: 
1,,.Lq,lr,t(a) the luminous intensity of the lamp

(b) the distance along the bench where the illumi-nance falls to 153.6 lx.

,.51 l, r\) - li,A$J,11 u(u '1 t)nfl' lomarks

i4tV. eriefly describe how a three-phase supply produces a rota,ting force or

Y torque in an induction motor. i ':" ', . : '' \ lomarks

/rO. O.J"JU. how the following protectiodJ-are provided in an electrical installation:

I

-12. Classify the medium-voltage circuit breakers.
13. Define RCD and give its other name.

,,@ List down Three (3) types of RCD d.epending on
l--/ the fault "ro.rt.-": 
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a) protection against electric shock,
b) protection against over current.

Zf . Wni is poker fJ"to, improvement necessar5r for motor circuits?

Section III. Answer any one (1) question of your choice

(Do not choose mote than one question!. l5marks

22. Give the meh.ning of "a hold-on circuit" and sketch/draw the following circuit
diagrams:
(i) a simple diagram of a hold-on circuit with brief explanation of its model of

operation;
(ii)a simple circuit d.iagram for a single phase motor starter incorporating a

_--- -- hold-on circuit. lSmarks

L),
{t %. f, A transformer has 400 primary turns and 200 secondary turns. The prim"ry..;.;*
t/

corresponding leakage reactances ire.3.0O ahd 0.6f) respectively. Determine:

\, (il the equivalent resistance referred to the primary winding; 
:)k (iil the equivalent reactance referred to the primary winding; '

(iii) the equivalent impedance referred to the primary winding .

-....t4

-

' (irrD the phase angle of the impedance.

b) Define an electric power supply system and give one (t1 main advantage

Of AC transmission and distribution. -. l5marks

(al Explain briefly what happens when the.secondary terminal of a transformer

is loaded.

(bl A 15KVA, 2OOU/4OOV single phase transformer has a secondary terminal

voltage of 388V when loaded. Determine the regulation of the transformer.

(c) The open circuit voltage of a trlensformer is 240V. A tap changing device is

set to operate when the percettt"g. regulation drops below 2.6' . Determine the
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